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Abstract

To protect your private information, you may use a data encryption

and decryption computer program like PGP. But for an espionage agency

even the PGP Public Key is not completely unbreakable. So you may

prefer to encipher the Public Key before you send it to the destination,

then it would become probably an impossible goal for the Internet fraud

operatives to decipher the contents.

1. Introduction Transmission of highly sensitive and con�dential informa-
tion and data over the Internet always was a major problem for those who want
to protect their private information. After more than 12 years of cooperation
with the Central Intelligence Agency,1 the necessity of writing a brief article,
for secure transmission of data, was sensible to me at the moment.

It won't take a long time for an espionage agency to break the code of
your ciphered texts. Inside the public documents (and not inside our recent
documents) you might see that it could take a few weeks for the NSA (the
National Security Agency) to break the code of the texts which are encrypted
by a 32 bit or 64 bit PGP Key2 but what if you encrypt the PGP Public Key
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1and following to the contents of my books about online communications security,
privacy, and ciphering; and also since I wrote some articles on di�erent websites:
www.ezinearticles.com/?expert=Peiman\_Ghasemi
The book �Kings' dirty operation: Concise memos of my cooperation with the CIA and

Illuminati's hell� that shall come to markets in last months of 2015, about my cooperation with
the US President, the Central Intelligence Agency, etc. (www.amazon.com/author/peiman)
and while every days and every weeks I had the opportunity to talk with the Mr. President via
some methods of communication (communication technologies relating to the Apollo Soyuz,
etc.), and while I was under an extremely high amount of mental stress during my cooperation
with the international governmental adversaries

2www.tomsguide.com/us/encryption-nsa-edward-snowden-rsa-ssl,news-17503.html
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itself,3 and/or even once again after encryption by PGP (or before encryption
by PGP) you encrypt the body of your message!

2. Pretty Good Privacy If you send your Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)45

Private Key with your text message then at the moment the espionage agency
may decipher the text, but the PGP has a solution for this problem. The
PGP[1][2] can make a Public Key for the destination (and a Private Key for
the owner of the password and key) and then you may encrypt the message by
the Public Key of the destination. When they receive your cipher encrypted
message then they decrypt the cipher by their own Private Key and password.
If you encrypt a Public Key of the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) itself, before
you send it (before you send the Public Key) to the target that would encrypt
his/her words with your key, then the deciphering process would need spending
a long time for the espionage agency, or even it would be impossible to decipher
the contents.

GnuPG/PGPi, can work over Command Prompt

3�The security of encrypted data is entirely dependent on two things: the strength of the
cryptographic algorithm and the secrecy of the key.� An Introduction to Cryptography, Page
12

4You can download the PGP, here: www.pgpi.org
5You can download the GPG4Win, a di�erent edition of PGP, which is especially made

for Microsoft Windows, here: www.gpg4win.org
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Gpg4win works over Windows

3. Morse code There are some methods by using Morse code[3] available
for you to encrypt your texts. When you use the Morse code prosigns then
you, freely, can replace the prosigns with your own favorite words, for example
instead of �..� you can type �for� etc., instead of �.-� you can type �zero� etc.
and so on. So instead of .. .- you would write: �for zero�. The words which you
used for ciphering must be known for both of you (the person at the destination
who wants to decrypt the ciphered texts later, and you). For example you may
like to write to the destination �Instead of every �...� I typed the name of your
grandfather's favorite food� You may like to write this sentence a bit literary
sophisticated (For example he has a tattoo on his hand with 3 big dots), you
remind him a memo or an accident, you write for him �There is not only one
shape on your hand, I saw the name of your grandfather's favorite thing in the
business of the numbers� you remind him the name of his grandfather's favorite
food. For example the name of his grandfather's favorite food is lasagna, inside
some part of your message he would see �for lasagna zero�, he will write �.. ... .-�,
when he converts these Morse code prosigns it means �ISA�. If you don't notify
him to replace the entire �for�(s) with �..�(s), and the entire �zero�(s) with �.-�(s)
then he may write �.... ... .� because you mentioned �business of the numbers�
so since he has a tattoo on his hand with 3 big dots, he may try to replace
the word �for� with four dots, etc. So you are responsible to give him �rm and
obvious noti�cations; abstractive noti�cations are useless. Since your data are
not invisible to intelligence adversaries (Whether you use a normal protocol for
connection to the server or not, for even Secure Socket Layer (SSL)6 over HTTP,
that we call HTTPS, because some advancements (the obvious and introductory

6www.digicert.com/ssl.htm
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example is proxy server7) of the country of the user of the Internet network,
and also since it must pass the international Internet backbone8), encryption
would be an important issue to protect your private information. When you
send your PGP Private Key with your text messages, an espionage agency may
decipher your data. The PGP makes a Public Key for the destination, as a
solution for this problem. When we make an intersection between the logic of
the manual encryption/ciphering, in combination with an automatic encryption
method through using a (at least) 128 bit key which is made by the PGP
encryption algoritms, by this complex method, cipher decryption would be such
an unachivable target.

7whatis.techtarget.com/de�nition/proxy-server
8global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/746032/Internet-service-provider-ISP
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International Morse code
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